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 3396166 All of the English courses in our program require no formal reading experience, so whether you're a reluctant reader or have never picked up a book in your life, you can start to improve your skills by clicking. All of the English courses in our program require no formal reading experience, so whether you're a reluctant reader or have never picked up a book in your life, you can start to
improve your skills by clicking. Learning English the Easy Way When you’re ready to advance your English language skills, you may find the courses in our University English Language Program (UELP) to be a convenient and effective option. The course’s curriculum has been developed to guide you through the learning process by combining instruction with learning strategies that will help you
build your skills in both speaking and listening. As a result, you can move more quickly and confidently toward becoming a proficient English speaker. For the best learning experience, attend our English Language Program. We’ll help you develop your English skills so that you can join us in living and working in the global community. Accelerate your English skills in an intensive, group program.
Many of our students choose to participate in our intensive programs to help them make the most of their time in the UELP, rather than stay in a regular class. This kind of program may be more ideal for those who have completed high school and are ready for more advanced English classes. Benefit from a supportive environment. Our UELP is designed to guide you as you develop your English
language skills and help you build your knowledge of the language in a positive and supportive environment. Your classmates are English-speaking people who are interested in improving their own English language skills. Learn what you need to be successful in your studies, both in English and other courses. With practical, course-specific exercises, your teachers can help you learn the necessary
English language skills and learn the material for the courses in which you’re enrolled. Start your studies with a solid foundation. Many of our English students begin the UELP with the pre-requisite and core course, English For Academic Purposes. You’ll be ready to begin your UELP classes with your proficiency levels already at the “Pass” level, and in this way you can start out on the right foot.

Realize real-life benefits. You’ll be able to communicate, write, read, and listen 82157476af
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